
Dear Mr Dornan,      
 
I watched and listened to the open session of this morning's meeting of the 
Committee when you took oral evidence on the Scottish 
Elections (Reform) Bill. 
 
The first of the attached papers is a submission that addresses four of the issues 
that were raised during your discussion. 
 
The second attachment is copy of a detailed analysis of within-party voting patterns 
in STV elections in Scotland, Northern Ireland, 
Ireland and Malta, all of which use STV-PR for their public elections. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions about any of the 
issues raised in these paper. 
 
Regards 
James Gilmour 
 
Dr James Gilmour 
6 November 2019 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE

SCOTTISH ELECTIONS (REFORM) BILL

SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSION FROM DR JAMES GILMOUR

This submission addresses only four of the issues that were raised during the oral 
evidence session at the meeting on 6 November 2019.

Electoral wards: number of councillors
1.  In the discussion on ward sizes, the adverse effects of small ward sizes on the 
diversity of representation were not mentioned.  This is surprising because both the 
Scottish Parliament and the Scottish Government have, in previous consultations, 
sought views on improving the diversity of representation on Local Authority councils.  
The most obvious lack of diversity is in the representation of women and men among 
councillors.

2.  The present small ward sizes encourage political parties to take a “play safe” 
approach when deciding how many candidates to nominate.  In a large number of 
wards parties nominate only one candidate, so there is no possibility of diversity in 
representation for the supporters of those parties.  With larger ward sizes, political 
parties would nominate larger teams of candidates and so have a real incentive to 
nominate more diverse teams of candidates, including both women and men.

3.  As was pointed out in written evidence to the SPPA Committee, the rigidity of the 
present scheme for wards and the small numbers of councillors elected from each 
ward contrast very unfavourably with the implementation of STV for the Scottish 
Education Authorities of the 1920s [Education (Scotland) Act 1918].  The two tables 
at the end of this submission show the much more flexible approach that was taken 
when STV was introduced to elect the members of the Education Authorities that 
replaced School Boards.

4.  The 1918 Act created 38 separate Authorities based on 33 Counties and five 
Burghs.  The pattern of implementation was unique to each Authority as shown in the 
tables.  All but two of the Education Authority areas were divided.  The number of 
electoral divisions (wards) within each of the other 36 Authorities ranged from two to 
nine.  The numbers of members elected from each of the 173 electoral divisions 
ranged from 3 to 10.  Orkney Education Authority had both 10-member and 3-member 
divisions.  Fife Education Authority had the most diverse arrangement, with seven 
electoral divisions of six different sizes: 9, 8, 8, 7, 5, 4, and 3.  Full use was made of 
the flexibility of STV to avoid the division of local communities.  For example, in the 
Ross and Cromarty Education Authority, the Black Isle formed a 6-member division, 
while the island of Lewis was a 10-member division.  The Wigtown Authority comprised 
two divisions: the Machars with seven members and the Rhins with ten.

5.  There is much we could learn from this more flexible approach to effective 
representation and the Bill should be amended accordingly.
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Filling casual vacancies – by-elections
6.  In the discussion on by-elections no mention was made of the adverse effects of 
by-elections on the diversity of representation.  If causal vacancies were filled by 
counting again the ballot papers from the preceding ordinary election, political parties 
and other nominating groups would know that at each ordinary election they had to 
make provision against the possibility of a casual vacancy occurring.  That would give 
them a very positive incentive to nominate more candidates than the number they 
might expect to be elected in the ordinary election.  When larger teams are nominated 
there is more incentive to broaden the diversity of the candidates within each team.

7.  This ‘count again’ approach has been standard practice for filling casual vacancies 
for many decades in Malta and Tasmania, both of which use STV for public elections.  
Its adoption in Scotland would remove another structural barrier to the inclusion of 
more women candidates.

Voting twice in Local Authority Council elections
8.  As was noted during the discussion, it is one thing to make voting twice in two 
different local government areas illegal; but a very different matter to monitor this 
effectively and enforce compliance.  For this to be possible major changes would have 
to be made.  Firstly, it would be necessary to create a single national Electoral 
Register.  There has been considerable public hostility to the establishment of such a 
database when similar proposals have been made in the past.  The concern has not 
been about elections but about the other purposes for which such a national register 
of all electors might be used.  Secondly, to ensure any elector voted only once, the 
single national Electoral Register would have to available in real time in every Polling 
Station.  That could be done only if every Polling Station were fully networked; 
adequate security of such a network could be provided only at disproportionate cost.

Alphabetical ordering of candidates on Local Authority Council ballot papers
9.  Counteracting the well-established ballot paper list order effects is a complex issue 
to which there is a simple answer, but none without complications.  All of the suggested 
possible departures from alphabetical ordering could increase voter confusion if 
employed only for the Local Government elections in Scotland and some of the 
possible changes may constitute legally recognised ‘discrimination’.  These generic 
issues are discussed below at 16 and 17.

10. Full randomisation.  The only complete solution to counteract list order effects 
is full randomisation, where the name of every candidate nominated in a ward has an 
equal probability of occurring in every possible position on the ballot papers for that 
ward and every permutation of the list occurs with an equal probability, subject only to 
the limits of the number of ballot papers printed for the ward.  Such full randomisation 
could easily be implemented for local government elections in Scotland because the 
bar-coded ballot papers used in STV elections are printed digitally.  There would thus 
be no additional work involved in printing pads of ballot papers randomised uniquely 
for each ward.  Because each ballot paper is uniquely identified by its bar-code there 
would be no problems in recording the votes in an electronic count.  Full randomisation 
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would require extra vigilance in sorting the ballot papers should a manual count be 
necessary.

11.  Robson Rotation.  The use of ‘Robson Rotation’ as employed in STV elections 
in Tasmania and in the Australian Capital Territory has been suggested but does 
reduce the list order effects.  The rotation rules are very specific (but different between 
the two jurisdictions) and are applied to both single-column and multi-column (party 
column) ballot papers.  However, analysis of preferential voting patterns undertaken 
for the Tasmanian Electoral Commission has shown that the restricted rotations 
prescribed in the respective election rules do not remove all the list order effects.
[http://www.electoral.tas.gov.au/pages/Media/PDF/Robson_Rotation_Paper.pdf]

12.  It should be noted that the rotations that would be required for the larger numbers 
of candidates typically standing in the STV-PR local government elections in Scotland 
would be much more complex than those shown for five candidates in the example on 
page 13 of the Scottish Government’s 2017 Consultation Paper.  In the 2017 Local 
Government elections in Scotland 92% of all candidates were in wards with more than 
five candidates.  More than half of all candidates were in wards with eight or more 
candidates.  The more complex rotations create consequent complications for 
assembling the pads of ballot papers.

13  ‘Robson Rotation’ was an approach designed for printing technology that has been 
superseded.  When Robson Rotation was devised, ballot papers could not be printed 
as individual entities but had to be printed in batches which were then collated into 
pads.  Following the adoption of digital printing of ballot papers in which each paper is 
given a unique number and a unique bar-code, it has become possible to print other 
features of the ballot paper under program control, including the order of the 
candidates’ names on each ballot paper.  ‘Robson Rotation’ should not be considered 
for use in public elections in Scotland.

14.  Random ordering.  The Gould Report on the Scottish elections of 2007 included 
a recommendation that for future local government elections, candidates’ names in 
any one ward should be presented in a uniform random order, determined for each 
ward by some form of “public lottery”.  This practice is well-established for public 
elections in some other countries.  While this approach would remove the alphabetical 
bias, it would not remove the list-order effect that results in the first-listed of two 
candidates of the same party usually receiving the greater number of first preferences.  
It should not be considered for use in public elections in Scotland.

15.  Alphabetical-reverse-alphabetical listing.  This apparently simple approach 
would deal with the list-order effect only where a party nominated only two candidates.  
Where a party nominated three candidates, the middle candidate of the three would 
be disadvantaged by both orderings.  While the effects of strict alphabetical ordering 
have been generally been accepted, it is doubtful if the effects of any manipulation 
that removed the alphabetical effects for some candidates (pairs) but not for others 
(middle of three) would be acceptable.

16  Voter Confusion.  The discussion above relates specifically to the STV ballot 
papers used in local government elections in Scotland.  If any change were made for 
those elections, it would be necessary to consider the possibility that voter confusion 
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might be increased if alphabetical ordering were retained for all other elections in 
Scotland.  This could be tested by suitable qualitative and quantitative research but 
increased confusion is likely to be a significant problem.

17.  Voter Discrimination.  It must also be recognised that any departure from 
alphabetical listing may disadvantage electors with some specific disabilities.  Such a 
disadvantage in relation to “accessible information” may constitute “discrimination” as 
defined by the Equality Act 2010.  This would need to be investigated thoroughly 
before any change was made.  As explained at 18 below, I have tried to obtain relevant 
information, but without any success.

18.  When these issues were discussed by the Local Government and Communities 
Committee of the Scottish Parliament in 2007, Johann Lamont MSP drew on her 
experience of working with people with literacy difficulties to stress the importance of 
presenting alphabetical information in alphabetical order if such electors were not to 
be disadvantaged [Local Government and Communities Committee Official Report 5 
December 2007, column 369 – 370:
http://archive.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/committees/lgc/or-07/lg07-1202.htm#Col369]

19.  This raised the possibility that such disadvantage to ‘accessible information’ might 
constitute ‘discrimination’ under the Disability Discrimination Act 2005 (superceded by 
the Equality Act 2010).  I am not aware of any data to indicate how significant this 
discrimination might be, but in the “Same as You?” consultation report it was estimated 
that there are between 27,000 and 30,000 adults in Scotland with ‘learning difficulties’.  
That estimate covers all types and all levels of ‘learning difficulties’, not just those with 
the ‘literacy difficulties’ referred to by Johan Lamont MSP.  When preparing a response 
to a Scottish Government’s consultation in October 2010, I contacted by telephone 
every major organisation involved with "learning difficulty" disability in Scotland and 
England.  I asked if they had any guidance on the value of “alphabetical ordering” in 
the processing of alphabetic information, but none had any.  I also asked if they knew 
of any relevant research, published or in progress, but none knew of any.  I also 
contacted the Learning Disability Strategy Steering Group through the Scottish 
Government’s Adult Care and Support Branch, but they were unable to provide any 
relevant information.

20.  Comparisons of voting patterns.  I have made detailed analyses of the voting 
patterns in the Scottish local government elections and compared them with those 
from STV elections in other jurisdictions where candidates’ names are also listed in 
alphabetical order.  The comparisons are instructive  -  copy submitted with this paper.
[Also at: 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/327702499_COMPARISON_OF_WITHIN-
PARTY_VOTING_PATTERNS_IN_RECENT_STV_ELECTIONS_IN_SCOTLAND_N
ORTHERN_IRELAND_IRELAND_AND_MALTA]

21.  In a paper published in 2004 on “Position effects under STV: Ireland and Malta”, 
Ortega Villodres and Morata concluded: “The study of the 2002 Irish election and the 
2003 Maltese election shows that the number of preference votes received by 
candidates of the same party is unrelated to their alphabetical placement on the ballot.”  
[Representation, 41 (1): 3-14]
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22.  My own analysis of the voting patterns in the 2017 STV-PR General Election in 
Malta, where parties each nominated between one and 21 candidates in the 13 five-
member constituencies, showed there was no evidence of alphabetical voting except 
where parties had nominated only 4, 3 or 2 candidates.  Where parties had nominated 
only two candidates, the upper candidate received 75% of the party’s first preference 
votes (average of 15 comparisons).  In contrast, in the 2015 elections for 34 of the 
Councils in Malta (STV-PR for whole council, 5 to 13 members), where parties 
nominated only two candidates, it was the lower candidate who received the greater 
share of the party’s first preference votes (53% in 4 comparisons).  Where the parties 
had nominated more candidates (3 to 12) there was no evidence of alphabetical 
voting.

23.  Two factors appear to be involved: the generally higher numbers of candidates 
nominated by each party and intra-party competition.  In the Malta General Election it 
was only the smaller parties that nominated 4 or fewer candidates and they did not 
win any seats.  The greater the numbers of candidates nominated by each party in 
each ward, the greater the potential for intra-party competition which would increase 
voter choice.  It is thus possible that if the parties nominated more candidates in each 
ward in the Scottish Local Government elections the effects of alphabetical voting 
might be significantly reduced.  Changes that would provide incentives for parties to 
nominate more candidates in each ward are discussed above (1 - 5 and 6 - 7).

Disclaimer
This submission is made in a personal capacity and nothing it contains should be 
construed as the view or policy of any organisation of which the author is a member 
or with which he is associated.  The author is not and never has been a member of 
any political party.

James Gilmour 6 November 2019
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Scottish Education Authorities as at the 1919 Elections
Number of 
Divisions 

within 
Authority

Number of 
Authorities

Number of 
Members in 

Authority

Number of Seats
in each Division

1 2
9 9

10 10

2 3
15 9, 6

17
9, 8

10, 7

3 10

11 4, 4, 3
12 5, 4, 3
14 5, 5, 4
16 6, 6, 4

17
7, 6, 4
9, 4, 4

18 7, 6, 5
21 7, 7, 7
22 9, 7, 6
24 9, 9, 6

4 4

20 6, 6, 4, 4

22
7, 6, 6, 3
9, 7, 3, 3

35 10, 9, 9, 7

5 9

21 6, 4, 4, 4, 3

23
5, 5, 5, 5, 3
7, 5, 4, 4, 3

25 8, 5, 4, 4, 4
26 8, 7, 4, 4, 1
29 8, 7, 6, 5, 3
30 7, 7, 6, 5, 5
32 10, 9, 7, 3, 3
33 8, 8, 7, 6, 4

6 2
34 9, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5
37 10, 7, 6, 6, 4, 4

7 5

33 6, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4
35 7, 6, 6, 5, 4, 4, 3
42 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 5, 4
44 10, 9, 9, 8, 5, 4, 3
45 9, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 5

9 3
41 8, 6, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3
46 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4
49 8, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 3
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Scottish Education Authorities as at the 1919 Election

Education
Authority

Total
Number of
Members

Total
Number of
Divisions

Divisions Classified by 
Number of Members in each

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3

Burghs
Aberdeen 21 3 3
Dundee 22 4 1 2 1
Edinburgh 23 5 4 1
Glasgow 45 7 1 1 4 1
Leith 14 3 2 1
Counties
Aberdeen 46 9 1 1 1 1 5
Argyll 35 7 1 2 1 2 1
Ayr 42 7 3 2 1 1
Banff 30 5 2 1 2
Berwick 16 3 2 1
Bute 12 3 1 1 1
Caithness 18 3 1 1 1
Clackmannan 15 2 1 1
Dumbarton 26 5 1 1 2 1
Dumfries 23 5 1 1 2 1
Edinburgh 29 5 1 1 1 1 1
Fife 44 7 1 2 1 1 1 1
Forfar 33 7 1 3 3
Haddington 17 3 1 1 1
Inverness 41 9 1 1 1 4 2
Kincardine 20 4 2 2
Kinross 9 1 1
Kirkcudbright 22 4 1 1 2
Lanark 49 9 1 3 4 1
Linlithgow 22 3 1 1 1
Moray 21 5 1 3 1
Nairn 10 1 1
Orkney 32 5 1 1 1 2
Peebles 11 3 2 1
Perth 34 6 1 5
Renfrew 35 4 1 2 1
Ross & Cromarty 37 6 1 1 2 2
Roxburgh 25 5 1 1 3
Selkirk 17 3 1 2
Shetland 24 3 2 1
Stirling 33 5 2 1 1 1
Sutherland 17 2 1 1
Wigtown 17 2 1 1

Totals 987 173 5 14 11 25 31 31 39 17
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COMPARISON OF WITHIN-PARTY VOTING PATTERNS IN RECENT STV ELECTIONS IN 
SCOTLAND, NORTHERN IRELAND, IRELAND AND MALTA

James Gilmour
Electoral Reform Society Scotland

Pre-conference paper for a presentation to the EPOP Conference 2018

The comparative study reported here was prompted by the inclusion, yet again, in a Scottish 
Government consultation of a question about the ordering of candidates’ names on the ballot papers 
for the Local Government STV (single transferable vote) elections in Scotland (Scottish Government 
2017).  In their report on the first STV elections in 2007, Bochel and Denver (2007) recorded that 
where parties had nominated two candidates in a ward, the ‘upper’ candidate of the pair received 
more first preferences than the ‘lower’ candidate of the pair in 277 (85%) of the 327 cases.  The 
probability of such an unequal distribution occurring purely by chance is less than 1 x 10-35.  This 
effect was quickly dubbed ‘alphabetical voting’ because in these elections the candidates are listed 
on the vertical ballot paper in alphabetical order by family name and given name (Annex).

While preparing my response to the Scottish Government’s consultation I read the paper by Ortega 
Villodres and Morata García de la Puerta (2004) in which they concluded: “The study of the 2002 Irish 
election and the 2003 Maltese election shows that the number of preference votes received by 
candidates of the same party is unrelated to their alphabetical placement on the ballot.”  This 
observation suggested that an investigation of the patterns of within-party voting in STV elections in 
other countries that also used alphabetically ordered ballot papers might shed some light on the 
‘alphabetical voting problem’ in STV elections in Scotland.

For the STV elections in Scotland, Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland the candidates are 
listed on a vertical ballot paper alphabetically by family name and given name (Annex).  When 
STV was introduced in Malta in 1921 candidates were similarly listed on a vertical ballot paper 
alphabetically by family name and given name, but since 1976 candidates have been listed 
alphabetically within parties, which are also listed alphabetically, on a vertical ballot paper, with 
independent candidates listed alphabetically at the foot of the ballot paper (Annex).

The primary metric used in the assessments reported here is the candidate’s share of the relevant 
party’s first preference votes in the ward or constituency; this removes effects of differences in 
electorate, turnout and party support, and allows comparisons across groups of different sizes.  Also 
reported is the relative electoral success (percentage elected) within each group of candidates.  
Results are presented by reference to the candidates’ positions within the relevant party, where 
“1” is the upper of a party pair or the upper-most where the relevant party nominated three or more 
candidates in the ward or constituency.

Scottish Local Authority Council Elections
Three councillors were elected from each of 189 wards in both 2012 and 2017, but four councillors 
were elected from each of 164 wards in 2012 and from each of 165 wards in 2017.

The ‘alphabetical voting’ pattern within party pairs noted in the 2007 election results also occurred in 
the 2012 elections (Bochel et al, 2012) and in the 2017 elections (Table 1).  For the two largest 
parties, Labour and SNP, the patterns were nearly identical and were consistent over the three 
sets of elections.  For the Conservative Party the bias in favour of the ‘upper’ candidate was very 
pronounced in 2007 but declined progressively in the subsequent elections.  For the Liberal 
Democrats the bias has been consistently lower.
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Table 1.  Scottish Local Authority Council Elections 2007, 2012 and 2017:  Percentage of ‘upper’ 
candidates in party pairs with more first preference votes than ‘lower’ candidate of same pair

All Cons Lab LibDem SNP

2007
(cases)

85% 92% 86% 76% 85%

(327) (39) (143) (54) (91)

2012
(cases)

80% 79% 84% 53% 79%
(413) (24) (153) (15) (222)

2017
(cases)

81% 69% 84% 64% 81%

(426) (39) (141) (11) (233)

Where three candidates were nominated by a party (Table 2), the bias favour of the uppermost 
candidate in the candidates' average percentage of the party's first preference votes was more 
pronounced in 2017 than in 2012: ratio 2012 = 1.4 : 1.0 : 1.0; ratio 2017 = 1.9 : 1.2 : 1.0.  In 2012 there 
was no difference in the distribution of first preference votes between the middle and the lowermost 
candidates, but there was a small difference in 2017.

Table 2.  Scottish Local Authority Council Elections 2012 and 2017:  Wards where parties nominated 
three candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes and percentage 
electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)

Election Number
of cases 1 2 3 1 2 3

2012 42 42 29 29 93 67 64

2017 33 47 30 25 91 73 39

The candidates’ percentage electoral success showed a greater bias in favour of the uppermost 
candidate, especially in 2017: ratio 2012 = 1.5 : 1.1 : 1.0; ratio 2017 = 2.3 : 1.9 : 1.0.  While there was 
little difference in electoral success between the middle and lowermost candidates in 2012, the 
lowermost candidates were markedly less successful in 2017.

There was little difference in the distribution of first preference votes between candidates nominated 
by the Labour Party and the SNP in 2012, but there was a marked difference in the candidates’ electoral 
success (Table 3).  In 2017 the Labour Party nominated three candidates in only four wards so it is not 
possible to make any robust inter-party comparisons.

Table 3.  Scottish Local Authority Council Elections 2012 and 2017:  Wards where Labour Party and 
SNP nominated three candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes 
and percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)

Election Party
(cases) 1 2 3 1 2 3

2012
Lab (17) 41 28 31 100 82 88

SNP (21) 44 29 27 86 57 52

2017
Lab (4) 40 37 23 75 75 50

SNP (27) 48 30 25 93 70 33
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Where parties nominated two candidates the overall distribution of first preference votes within the 
relevant party was identical in 2012 and 2017, as was the electoral success of the upper candidates
(Table 4).  In 2017 the lower candidates of the party pairs were less successful than in 2012 as more 
seats were won by candidates representing parties which had nominated only one candidate.

Table 4.  Scottish Local Authority Council Elections 2012 and 2017:  Wards where parties nominated 
two candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes and percentage 
electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = upper)

Election Number
of cases 1 2 1 2

2012 424 62 38 88 59

2017 426 62 38 88 46

In 2012 the distribution of first preference votes between the pairs of candidates nominated by the 
Labour Party and the SNP were identical but there was a considerable difference in the candidates’ 
electoral success (Table 5).  The within-party distribution of first preference votes was broadly similar 
in 2017, but the electoral success of the Labour Party’s lower candidates was greatly reduced 
compared with 2012.

Table 5.  Scottish Local Authority Council Elections 2012 and 2017:  Wards where Labour Party and 
SNP nominated two candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes and 
percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = upper)

Election Party
(cases) 1 2 1 2

2012
Lab (153) 61.8 38.2 95 84

SNP (225) 61.9 38.1 88 47

2017
Lab (141) 66 34 93 38

SNP (233) 60 40 88 44

Northern Ireland Assembly Elections 2016 and 2017
In 2016, 108 Members of the Northern Ireland Assembly were elected from 18 constituencies, each 
returning six members.  In 2017 the number of Assembly Members was reduced to 90, with five elected 
from each of the 18 constituencies.

In 2016 there was no evidence of ‘alphabetical’ bias in the within-party distribution of first preference 
votes in the small number of cases where parties had nominated five or four candidates (Table 6).  
Indeed, the evenness of the distributions may be an indication of effective ‘voter management’, in 
which parties issue different “How to Vote” instructions to their supporters in different parts of the 
relevant constituencies, with each of the party’s candidates in position “1” on equal numbers of issued 
instructions.

In the larger numbers of cases where parties had nominated three or two candidates, there was clear 
bias in favour of the uppermost candidates in the within-party distributions of first preference votes, 
but less than in the Scottish elections where only two candidates had been nominated.
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Table 6.  Northern Ireland Assembly Elections 2016:
Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes by ballot paper position within party

Candidates’ ballot paper position
within party (1 = uppermost)

Number of 
candidates

Number
of cases 1 2 3 4 5

5 1 24 20 22 15 18

4 5 25 24 23 28

3 17 39 32 29

2 22 56 44

The within-party distribution of electoral success where four candidates had been nominated did not 
match the within-party distribution of first preference votes (Table 7).  Where three or two candidates 
had been nominated the within-party distribution of electoral success showed much great bias in 
favour of the uppermost candidates than was apparent in the within-party distribution of first 
preference votes.

Table 7.  Northern Ireland Assembly Elections 2016:
Candidates' percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates’ ballot paper position
within party (1 = uppermost)

Number of 
candidates

Number
of cases 1 2 3 4 5

5 1 100 100 100 0 100

4 5 60 80 40 100

3 17 88 82 59

2 22 82 41

In the 2017 elections none of the parties nominated five candidates in a constituency and only one 
party, Sinn Féin, nominated four candidates and in only one constituency.  Where three candidates 
were nominated the bias in favour of the uppermost candidates in the within-party distributions of 
first preference votes (Table 8) contributed to the 100% electoral success of those candidates (Table 
9).  There was only a small difference in the within-party distribution of first preference votes between 
the middle and lowermost candidates, but the lowermost candidates had much greater electoral 
success.

The distributions of first preference votes and of electoral success between the upper and lower 
candidates of the party pairs in 2017 were very similar to those in the 2016 elections as was their
electoral success.

Table 8.  Northern Ireland Assembly Elections 2017:
Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes by ballot paper position within party

Candidates’ ballot paper position
within party (1 = uppermost)

Number of 
candidates

Number
of cases 1 2 3 4

4 1 28 25 25 22

3 12 37 31 32

2 23 57 43
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Table 9.  Northern Ireland Assembly Elections 2017:
Candidates' percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates’ ballot paper position
within party (1 = uppermost)

Number of 
candidates

Number
of cases 1 2 3 4

4 1 100 100 100 100

3 12 100 58 83

2 23 78 43

The numbers of cases available for intra-party comparisons in these elections are very much smaller 
than those from the Scottish Local Authority Council elections, but they do show some differences.

The within-party distributions of first preference votes for the sets of three candidates nominated by 
the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) were very similar in 2016 and 2017, with a small bias in favour of 
the uppermost candidate, but the middle candidates were notably less successful electorally in 2017
(Table 10).  In 2016 more of the first preference votes for Sinn Fein (SF) candidates were cast for the 
middle candidates and this was reflected in the candidates’ greater electoral success.  In 2017 the first 
preference votes for the Sinn Fein candidates were very evenly distributed and all 12 candidates 
nominated in sets of three were elected.  The Ulster Unionist Party (UUP) nominated sets of three 
candidates only in 2016 when there was marked bias in the distribution of first preference votes in 
favour of the uppermost candidates.  Despite the slightly higher proportion of the first preference 
votes being cast of the lowermost candidates compared with the middle candidates, none of the UUP 
lowermost candidates was elected.

Table 10.  Northern Ireland Assembly Elections 2016 and 2017:  Constituencies where DUP, Sinn Féin
and UUP nominated three candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference 
votes and percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = upper)

Election Party
(cases) 1 2 3 1 2 3

2016

DUP (6) 38 32 30 100 100 100

SF (4) 30 39 31 75 100 75

UUP (4) 49 23 28 100 25 0

2017
DUP (8) 39 30 31 100 38 75

SF (4) 34 32 34 100 100 100

Where the DUP nominated two candidates, the first preference votes were distributed very evenly 
between the pair in both years, and this was reflected in their similar electoral success (Table 11).  In 
both years there was a small but clear bias in favour of the upper candidates in the pairs nominated 
by Sinn Féin and this was matched by the relative electoral success of the upper and lower candidates.  
The upper candidates of the pairs nominated by the Ulster Unionist Party received twice as many first 
preference votes as the lower candidates in both years and much smaller proportions of the UUP lower 
candidates were elected.
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Table 11.  Northern Ireland Assembly Elections 2016 and 2017:  Constituencies where DUP, Sinn Féin
and UUP nominated two candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference 
votes and percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = upper)

Election Party
(cases) 1 2 1 2

2016

DUP (5) 50 50 80 80

SF (3) 53 47 100 67

UUP (7) 63 37 86 29

2017

DUP (4) 48 52 75 75

SF (5) 55 45 100 60

UUP (6) 67 33 100 17

Northern Ireland District Council Elections 2014
The local government structure of 26 Councils that had been in place in Northern Ireland since 1973 
was replaced by a structure of 11 District Councils in 2012 (DoENI 2012).  Each District Council was 
divided into seven District Electoral Areas (DEAs) with the exception of Belfast City Council which was 
divided into 10 DEAs (DoENI 2014).  The number of councillors to be elected from each DEA was to be 
five (34 DEAs), six (31 DEAs) or seven (15 DEAs).  The first elections to the new District Councils were 
held in 2014, when the numbers of candidates nominated in each DEA ranged from six to 19, with an 
average of 11.8.

Table 12.  Northern Ireland District Council Elections 2014:
Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes by ballot paper position within party

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)
Number of 
candidates

Number
of cases 1 2 3 4 5 6

6 1 19 14 16 19 17 15

5 6 24 20 20 20 16

4 26 30 24 22 24

3 42 39 32 30

2 136 56 44

Where parties had nominated six or five candidates in a DEA there were only small variations across 
the candidates in the within-party distribution of first preference votes (Table 12).  The lowermost 
candidates were, however, slightly less successful electorally (Table 13).  Where four, three or two 
candidates were nominated there was a clear bias in the within-party distribution of first reference 
votes and this was reflected in the greater electoral success of the uppermost candidates.

Three parties, DUP (15 cases), Sinn Fein (7 cases) and SDLP (3 cases), nominated teams of four 
candidates.  For the DUP and SF small biases in favour of the uppermost candidates in the shares of
the first preference votes were reflected in their greater electoral success. For the SDLP the second 
and fourth candidates received the greater shares of the first preference votes and they were 
electorally more successful.
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Table 13.  Northern Ireland District Council Elections 2014:
Candidates' percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)
Number of 
candidates

Number
of cases 1 2 3 4 5 6

6 1 100 100 100 100 100 0

5 6 83 83 83 67 67

4 26 88 62 62 58

3 42 86 74 48

2 136 76 46

Where parties nominated teams of three candidates there were clear biases in the within-party 
distribution of first preference votes in favour of the uppermost candidates (Table 14).  This was 
reflected in a similar distribution of electoral success.

Table 14.  Northern Ireland District Council Elections 2014:  DEAs where DUP, Sinn Féin, SDLP and 
UUP nominated three candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes 
and percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = upper)
Party

(cases) 1 2 3 1 2 3

DUP (16) 40 31 29 88 81 44

SF (14) 39 32 30 93 86 57

SDLP (8) 39 32 29 63 50 38

UUP (4) 39 29 31 100 50 50

Where parties nominated pairs of candidates within a DEA, the bias in the within-party distribution of 
first preference votes in favour of the upper candidate was nearly identical across the five parties that 
nominated pairs (Table 15).  These biases were less extreme than those observed in the Scottish Local 
Authority Council elections (Table 5), but they had a similar effect on the relative electoral success of 
the upper and lower candidates within the party pairs.

Table 15.  Northern Ireland District Council Elections 2014:  DEAs where DUP, Sinn Féin, SDLP, UUP
and AP nominated two candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes 
and percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = upper)
Party

(cases) 1 2 1 2

DUP (16) 55 45 83 63

SF (14) 56 44 89 44

SDLP (26) 57 43 69 54

UUP (32) 54 46 94 63

AP (17) 54 46 76 29
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Dáil Éireann General Elections 2011 and 2016
In 2011, 166 Members of the Dáil (TDs) were elected from 43 constituencies, each returning 3 TDs (13 
constituencies), 4 TDs (16 constituencies) or 5 TDs (10 constituencies).  In 2016, 158 TDs were elected 
from 40 constituencies, each returning 3 TDs (14 constituencies), 4 TDs (15 constituencies) or 5 TDs 
(11 constituencies).

Only Fine Gael (FG) nominated teams of four candidates in these elections and only in 2011, in five 
constituencies. The third-placed candidates received notably smaller within-party shares of the first 
preference votes than the other candidates in the teams (18% vs. 25%-28%) and this was reflected in 
their markedly lower electoral success (20% vs. 60%-100%).

Where teams of three candidates were nominated, the within-party distribution of first preference 
votes across the three candidates was even in 2011, but the lowermost candidates received notably 
smaller shares in 2016 (Table 16).  The lowermost candidates were less successful electorally in both 
of these sets of elections, especially in 2016.

Table 16.  Dáil Éireann General Elections 2011 and 2016:  Constituencies where parties nominated 
three candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes and percentage 
electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)

Election Number
of cases 1 2 3 1 2 3

2011 19 34 34 32 68 68 53

2016 21 35 37 28 52 52 33

The within-party distribution of first preference votes within the teams of three candidates nominated 
by Fianna Fáil (FF) were nearly identical in 2011 and 2016 when the middle candidates had the greatest 
shares of the party’s first preference votes and the greatest electoral success (Table 17).  The almost 
equal distribution of the first preference votes within the teams of three candidates nominated by Fine 
Gael (FG) in 2011 resulted in similar levels of electoral success across the teams.  In 2016 a bias in the 
within-party distribution of first preference votes in favour of the uppermost candidates nominated 
by Fine Gael resulted in considerably greater electoral success.

Table 17.  Dáil Éireann General Elections 2011 and 2016:  Constituencies where Fianna Fáil and Fine 
Gael nominated three candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes 
and percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = upper)

Election Party
(cases) 1 2 3 1 2 3

2011
FF (4) 31 40 29 25 75 25

FG (13) 33 33 34 77 69 69

2016
FF (7) 30 41 29 43 71 29

FG (13) 39 33 28 62 38 38

Where pairs of candidates were nominated the even split of first preference votes resulted in almost 
identical electoral success in both years (Table 18).
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Table 18.  Dáil Éireann General Elections 2011 and 2016:  Constituencies where parties nominated 
two candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes and percentage 
electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = upper)

Election Number
of cases 1 2 1 2

2011 68 50 50 46 47

2016 55 50 50 55 53

The numbers of pairs nominated by Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael were broadly similar in both elections
(Table 19).  For both parties there was a clear bias in the within-party distribution of the first preference 
votes in favour of the upper candidates in 2011, resulting in greater electoral success, but the upper 
and lower candidates received equal shares of the parties’ first preference votes in 2016.  The Fianna 
Fáil candidates had similar electoral success in 2016, but the upper candidates of the Fine Gael pairs 
had considerably greater success than the lower candidates.

In both sets of elections the lower candidates of the pairs nominated by Labour received the greater 
shares of the party’s first preference votes, reflected in their greater electoral success in 2011; in 2016 
none of the candidates in the two pairs was elected.  For the Sinn Féin pairs the within-party 
distribution of the party’s first preference votes favoured the upper candidates in 2011 and, by a 
smaller margin, the lower candidates in 2016, with corresponding differences in electoral success.

Table 19.  Dáil Éireann General Elections 2011 and 2016:  Constituencies where FF FG and Sinn Féin
nominated two candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes and 
percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = upper)

Election Party
(cases) 1 2 1 2

2011

FF(24) 55 45 33 13

FG (20) 54 46 75 60

Lab (21) 41 59 33 81

SF (3) 54 46 33 0

2016

FF (17) 50 50 65 65

FG (22) 50 50 68 55

Lab (2) 30 70 0 0

SF (8) 48 52 50 63

Ireland Local Council Elections 2014
Local government in the Republic of Ireland was reorganised in 2014 to provide for the election of 949 
councillors to 33 Councils which were divided into 137 Local Electoral Areas (LEAs), each returning 4 (2 
LEAs), 5 (2 LEAs), 6 (67 LEAs), 7 (24 LEAs), 8 (23 LEAs), 9 (13 LEAs) or 10 councillors (6 LEAs).

In LEAs where parties nominated 6 or 5 candidates the within-party distribution of first preference 
votes was very even across the teams (Table 20).  There was some bias where 4 or 3 candidates were 
nominated, but almost no difference between the candidates in the party pairs.
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Table 20.  Ireland Local Council Elections 2014:
Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes by ballot paper position within party

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)
Number of 
candidates

Number
of cases 1 2 3 4 5 6

6 9 19 16 14 17 17 17

5 24 22 20 20 19 20

4 69 28 24 25 23

3 136 36 32 32

2 149 51 49

The patterns of electoral success did not mirror the within-party distributions of first preference votes 
(Table 21).  Where 6 or 5 candidates were nominated the uppermost candidates were markedly more 
successful.  Where 4 candidates were nominated the second-placed candidates were much more 
successful electorally despite having smaller shares of the parties’ first preference votes.  In LEAs where 
parties nominated 3 candidates, electoral success reflected the uppermost bias in first preference 
votes.  The electoral success of the candidates in the party pairs was very similar, but the small 
difference was in the opposite direction from that in the first preference votes.

Table 21.  Ireland Local Council Elections 2014:
Candidates' percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)
Number of 
candidates

Number
of cases 1 2 3 4 5 6

6 9 56 33 33 44 44 44

5 24 71 50 54 25 38

4 69 57 70 52 57

3 136 65 54 53

2 149 54 56

Where Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael nominated six, five or four candidates the within-party distributions 
of first preference votes were very similar, with no bias in favour of the upper candidates (Table 22).  
This was reflected in the candidates’ relative electoral success, with the exception of the uppermost

Table 22.  Ireland Local Council Elections 2014:
LEAs where Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael nominated six, five or four candidates:  Candidates' average 
percentage of party's first preference votes by ballot paper position within party

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)
Number of 
candidates

Party
(cases) 1 2 3 4 5 6

6
FF (3) 19 9 12 15 24 20

FG (6) 19 20 15 18 14 15

5
FF (7) 23 19 19 19 21

FG (17) 21 21 20 18 19

4
FF (33) 28 27 22 22

FG (32) 25 23 27 25
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candidates of the teams of five nominated by Fianna Fáil who were disproportionately successful 
(Table 23).

Table 23.  Ireland Local Council Elections 2014:
LEAs where Fianna Fáil and Fine Gael nominated six, five or four candidates:  Candidates' percentage 
electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)
Number of 
candidates

Party
(cases) 1 2 3 4 5 6

6
FF (3) 33 0 0 33 100 100

FG (6) 67 50 50 50 17 17

5
FF (7) 100 57 57 43 57

FG (17) 59 47 53 18 29

4
FF (33) 67 85 55 55

FG (32) 44 59 53 66

Four parties (Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael, Labour and Sinn Féin) nominated teams of three candidates in 
significant numbers of LEAs (Table 24).  There was a bias in the within-party distribution of first 
preference votes in favour of the uppermost candidates only in the Fianna Fáil teams.  In some cases 
the patterns of electoral success followed the small differences in the within-party distributions of first 
preference votes, but not in others.

Table 24.  Ireland Local Council Elections 2014:  LEAs where Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael, Labour and Sinn Féin
nominated three candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes and 
percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = upper)
Party

(cases) 1 2 3 1 2 3

FF (48) 37 31 32 75 54 71

FG (59) 35 33 32 59 58 46

Lab (16) 34 34 32 44 25 19

SF (10) 35 28 37 90 90 70

Where pairs of candidates were nominated (Table 25), the upper candidates of the Fianna Fáil pairs 
received more first preference votes than the lower candidates and were more successful electorally.  
For the other three parties the differences in the within-party distribution of first preference votes 
between the upper and lower candidates were small.  The difference in the distribution of first 
preference votes was reversed for the Fine Gael pairs and this was reflected in the candidates’ relative 
electoral success.  The differences in the electoral success within the Labour and Sinn Féin pairs were 
small but in the opposite direction for the differences in first preference votes.
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Table 25.  Ireland Local Council Elections 2014:  LEAs where Fianna Fáil, Fine Gael, Labour and Sinn Féin
nominated two candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes and 
percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = upper)
Party

(cases) 1 2 1 2

FF (39) 55 45 67 59

FG (19) 47 53 26 47

Lab (38) 52 48 32 34

SF (40) 51 49 80 85

Malta Parliamentary General Election 2017
The 65 members of the Parliament of Malta were elected from 13 Districts, each returning five MPs.  
The electoral laws of Malta differ from those of the other countries using STV included in this analysis 
in two important ways:

1. Candidates may be nominated in more than one District (constituency).  Of the 352 
candidates who contested the 2017 elections, 280 were nominated in two Districts; 24 
were elected in both Districts they contested.  One candidate was nominated in four 
Districts but was not elected in any of them.

2. Casual vacancies are not filled by holding by-elections.  Instead the ballot papers from the 
preceding General Election are counted again to identify the candidate (or candidates) 
who would have been next elected.

MPs may represent only one District and so must resign from any other Districts to which they were 
elected.  This creates a number of casual vacancies immediately after Election Day.  The analyses 
presented here are based on the Election Day results as published by the Electoral Commission of 
Malta and do not take any account of the subsequent casual vacancies resulting from multiple 
nomination and multiple election.

Another feature of elections in Malta is the large numbers of candidates nominated in each 5-member 
District by the two larger parties (Partit Laburista and Partit Nazzjonalista): from six to 21 in the 2017 
General Election.  The larger numbers can be accounted for in part by multiple nomination and in part 
by the need to have “spare” candidates to fill any casual vacancies that may arise during the legislative 
term of five years, but there is clearly also a cultural difference in nomination practice from that in the 
other countries using STV.  Only the several smaller parties nominated four or fewer candidates in each 
District and none was elected on Election Day.

Where the larger parties nominated six or more candidates in the Districts there was no evidence of 
any ‘alphabetical’ or list-order bias in the within-party distributions of first preference votes (Table 26). 
The candidates’ electoral success broadly followed the same patterns (Table 27).

Where the smaller parties nominated four, three or two candidates in the Districts there was a clear 
bias in the within-party distribution of first preference votes in favour of the uppermost candidates.  
None of these candidate was elected.

Because the numbers of cases for any given number of candidates is small, no inter-party analysis has 
been done.
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Table 26.  Malta Parliamentary General Election 2017: Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes by ballot paper position within party
Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)

N
cndts

N
cases 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

21 1 3 2 34 3 4 1 3 1 7 1 8 1 2 1 8 7 3 1 1 3 7
20 1 3 1 16 1 1 9 1 2 4 31 1 1 2 0.2 6 11 3 2 0.5 3
15 1 11 1 2 0.2 1 6 12 51 1 1 1 5 1 5 3
14 3 9 2 6 2 5 11 2 6 9 34 2 3 7 1
13 4 5 1 4 23 20 6 5 6 1 5 20 1 2
11 3 16 4 4 13 6 1 4 11 19 11 11
10 5 15 4 11 7 9 7 5 9 12 20
9 3 3 6 23 17 18 19 11 1 0.5
7 3 22 15 14 16 16 2 16
6 2 22 6 19 13 8 33
4 1 75 0 12 13
3 2 58 16 26
2 15 75 25

Table 27.  Malta Parliamentary General Election 2017: Candidates' percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party
Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)

N
cndts

N
cases 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

21 1 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 1 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0
15 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 3 33 33 0 0 33 33 0 67 33 33 0 0 0 0
13 4 25 0 0 25 25 50 25 25 0 0 25 0 25
11 3 33 0 0 33 0 0 0 33 33 0 33
10 5 40 40 20 20 20 0 40 40 60 20
9 3 0 0 67 67 67 33 0 0 0
7 3 67 33 33 33 33 0 0
6 2 100 0 50 50 0 100
4 1 0 0 0 0
3 2 0 0 0
2 15 0 0
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Malta Council Elections 2015
For these elections, each of the 34 Councils formed one STV constituency (election “at large”).  The 
numbers of members elected to each Council ranged from five to 13:  5 (20 councils), 7 (6 councils), 9 
(5 councils), 11 (1 council), 13 (2 councils).  The numbers of candidates nominated for any one Council 
by the parties ranged from one (minor parties and Independents) to 12.  Of the 379 candidates 
nominated for the 224 seats, all but 16 were nominated by the two larger parties, Partit Laburista and 
Partit Nazzjonalista.

There was no evidence of any ‘alphabetical’ or list-order bias in the within-party distributions of first 
preference votes in any of these council elections (Table 28).  The candidates’ electoral success broadly 
followed the same patterns, again with no evidence of any ‘alphabetical’ or list-order bias (Table 29).

Where Partit Laburista and Partit Nazzjonalista nominated six, five, four or three candidates there was 
no evidence of any list-order bias in the within-party distributions of first preference votes or in the 
candidates’ relative electoral success (Table 30).  In the small number of cases where these parties 
nominated pairs of candidates the biases in the distributions of first preference votes between the 
upper and lower candidates were in opposite directions, as was the candidates’ electoral success.

Table 30.  Malta Council Elections 2015:  Councils where Partit Laburista (PL) and Partit Nazzjonalista
(PN) nominated 6, 5, 4, 3 or 2 candidates:  Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference 
votes and percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party

Candidates' average percentage
of party's first preference votes

Candidates' percentage
electoral success

Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)
Number of 
candidates

Party
(cases) 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

6
PL (5) 14 27 7 23 19 9 60 80 20 100 80 40

PN (4) 11 19 11 13 17 28 75 50 75 25 25 75

5
PL (7) 20 23 29 8 20 86 71 100 57 57

PN (4) 24 14 23 20 19 50 75 50 50 50

4
PL (7) 24 28 24 24 86 71 57 71

PN (8) 20 30 34 17 63 75 75 38

3
PL (4) 41 43 16 27 40 33

PN (7) 27 40 33 43 57 43

2
PL (2) 64 36 100 50

PN (2) 31 69 50 100
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Table 28.  Malta Council Elections 2015: Candidates' average percentage of party's first preference votes by ballot paper position within party
Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)

Number of 
candidates

Number
of cases 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

12 3 11 4 6 18 5 4 5 21 2 3 19 2
10 2 16 6 11 4 15 26 5 2 8 5
9 3 17 15 23 18 6 3 2 9 8
8 5 10 10 18 12 8 9 13 19
7 4 35 9 7 19 8 7 15
6 9 12 24 9 19 18 18
5 11 21 20 27 13 19
4 15 22 29 29 20
3 11 32 41 27
2 4 47 53

Table 29.  Malta Council Elections 2015: Candidates' percentage electoral success by ballot paper position within party
Candidates’ ballot paper position within party (1 = uppermost)

Number of 
candidates

Number
of cases 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

12 3 100 67 67 67 67 33 67 100 0 33 100 0
10 2 100 50 100 0 100 100 50 0 100 50
9 3 100 67 100 100 33 33 0 67 67
8 5 40 60 80 40 40 20 40 60
7 4 100 50 50 75 75 50 75
6 9 67 67 44 67 56 56
5 11 73 73 82 55 55
4 15 73 73 67 53
3 11 64 73 27
2 4 75 75
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Overall Assessment
There is no question that ‘alphabetical voting’ has been a notable feature of the STV elections to the 
Scottish Local Authority Councils, where the political parties take a “safety first” approach and 
nominate in each ward only the numbers of candidates they expect to win seats.  Understandably, the 
bias in the distribution of first preference votes in favour of the uppermost candidates in each party 
team was reflected in their greater electoral success than the lower candidates.

Similar, but smaller, biases in favour of the uppermost candidates were apparent in the North Ireland 
Assembly elections in constituencies where the parties nominated teams of three or two candidates.  
In the small number of cases where five or four candidates were nominated there was no evidence of 
‘alphabetical voting’.  In the Northern Ireland District Council elections there were small biases in 
favour of the uppermost candidates where five or four candidates were nominated within the district 
electoral areas, but more pronounced biases where only three or two candidates were nominated.

There was no evidence of any bias in the distribution of first preference votes in the Dáil Éireann 
General Elections where the parties nominated three candidates in the constituencies.  Where pairs 
of candidates were nominated the overall pattern was an equal split between the upper and lower 
candidates, but that average concealed somewhat different distributions across the four larger parties.  
In 2011 three of the parties showed a clear bias in favour of the upper candidate but that was offset 
by a larger bias in favour of the lower candidates of one party.  In 2016 there were equal or near-equal 
splits for three parties, with one party again showing a large bias in favour of the lower candidates.

In the local Council elections in Ireland there was no evidence of ‘alphabetical voting’ where teams of 
six, five or two candidates were nominated but the uppermost candidates received greater shares of 
the first preference votes where teams of four or three candidates were nominated.  While the pairs 
nominated by two of the parties received almost equal shares of the first preference votes there were 
clear differences within the pairs for the other two parties, but in opposite directions.

In the Parliamentary General Election in Malta there was no evidence of any list-order effects in the
distribution of first preference votes where the larger parties nominated between six and 21 
candidates in each 5-member district.  However, where the small parties nominated teams of four, 
three or two candidates (none of whom were elected), there was very striking bias in favour of the
uppermost candidates.

In the Malta Councils elections there was no evidence of list-order effects except where the parties 
had nominated teams of seven candidates when the uppermost candidates received much greater 
shares of the first preference votes.  In the small number of cases where the two larger parties 
nominated pairs of candidates, the shares of first preference votes between the upper and lower 
candidates were quite marked but in opposite directions.

Ortega Villodres and Morata García de la Puerta (2004) concluded from their study of the STV elections 
in Ireland and Malta that “preference voting systems are not particular vulnerable to (ballot paper) 
position effects when there is a high degree of intra-party competition.”  The study reported here 
supports that view as evidenced particularly where the parties nominated teams of more candidates 
than were likely to win seats.  That does, indeed, create “a high degree of intra-party competition”. 
But that is a very negative way of looking at the issue.  From the voter’s perspective, when a larger
team of candidates is nominated by the voter’s favoured party, the voter has the opportunity – or is 
forced – to make discriminating choices among the candidates listed.  When the voters do that, the
‘alphabetical’ list-order effects are much diminished or disappear completely.

In Scotland, part of the solution to the ‘alphabetical voting problem’ would be to abolish by-elections 
to fill casual vacancies and to increase the ward sizes in the cities and in the more densely populated 
urban areas.  Then the political parties would have real incentives to nominate larger teams of
candidates, greater than the number of seats they expected to win.  These changes would also have 
beneficial effects on the proportionality of representation and on the diversity of representation as 
the need to nominate larger teams of candidates would remove a current structural barrier.
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supplemented by XLS result sheets provided by the Democratic Services Teams of:
Antrim and Newtownabbey Borough Council; Ards and North Down Borough Council;
Mid and East Antrim Borough Council; Mid Ulster Borough Council;
Newry, Mourne and Down Borough Council

Dáil Éireann General Election 2011: Election Results and Transfer of Votes
downloaded from Houses of the Oireachtas website:
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/electoralProcess/electionResults/dail/2016/2016-04-28_32nd-dail-
general-election-results_en.pdf

Dáil Éireann General Election 2016: Election Results and Transfer of Votes
downloaded from Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government website:
https://www.housing.gov.ie/sites/default/files/publications/files/2016_32nd_dail_full_election_results_book.pdf

Ireland Local Elections 2014: Results, Transfer of Votes and Statistics: 
downloaded from Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government website:
https://www.housing.gov.ie/sites/default/files/publications/files/local_elections_2014_results_book.pdf

Malta Parliamentary General Election 2017:  Electoral Commission of Malta website:
https://electoral.gov.mt/Elections/General

Malta Local Council Elections 2015:  Electoral Commission of Malta website
https://electoral.gov.mt/Elections/LocalCouncils
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Annex     Alphabetical Ballot Papers

STV Ballot Paper for Scottish Local Government Elections in 2012 and 2017

NAME OF COUNCIL NAME  -  NAME OF WARD

Four of the candidates listed below will be elected.
You can make as many or as few choices as you wish.

Put the number 1 in the voting box next to your first choice.
Put the number 2 in the voting box next to your second choice.
Put the number 3 in the voting box next to your third choice.  And so on.

ANDERSON Hans
112 South Street, Anytown
Rowan party 
CRANSTON Helen
112 South Street, Anytown
Beech Party 
FLEMING Douglas Martin
112 South Street, Anytown
Independent 
HAMILTON Flora
112 South Street, Anytown
The long name political Party 
KUMAR Kuldip
112 South Street, Anytown
Elm party 
MACDONALD Donald Alexander
112 South Street, Anytown
Oak Party 
MASTERS Susan Caroline
112 South Street, Anytown
Tea Party 
PATERSON James
112 South Street, Anytown
Rowan Party 
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STV Ballot Paper for Northern Ireland Assembly elections
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STV Ballot Paper for Dáil General Elections in Ireland
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STV Ballot Paper for Parliamentary Elections in Malta
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